Summary of Changes to the Arts & Science Constitution

Regarding the updated Policy on Certificates (For Credit and Not-for-Credit) and other amendments recommended by Governing Council

- II-5 & II-6
  - Insert “for credit” before certificate, as this is the only credit program able to be taken in conjunction with being a degree student

- IV-7
  - Footnote arising from first paragraph (pertaining U of T Quality Assurance Process) deleted; content edited and merged with Certificate information out of last paragraph (see below)
  - Second paragraph revised with clearer language re. establishing/closing academic programs
  - Third paragraph moved to be the fourth paragraph, and mention of certificates included
  - New fourth paragraph has revised footnote re. reference for definitions of U of T’s Quality Assurance Process
  - New paragraph 3 revised to give detail re. certificate types.
  - New paragraph 3 has new footnote re. certificate policy and change process.

Regarding Inclusion of Teaching Stream Ranks

- II-3
  - Paragraph list of ranks now includes Teaching Stream ranks
  - Order revised
  - Last clause made into independent sentence for clarity

Changing Ex Officio Membership for Graduate Students’ Union

- VI-2
  - Updated text re. GSU member to reflect that they do not have a president

Formatting (Table)

- Where relevant, bulleted lists have now standardized indentation (closer to the left), and where lists do are not bulleted, they are now
- White-space in table cells have been corrected to conserve space
- Margin between cell-lines and text expanded a little for ease of reading

Formatting (Conventions)

- Standard capitalization of “Extra-Departmental Unit”
- Date convention standardized in accordance with Governing Council format, i.e., December 13, 2017
- Extra spaces within paragraphs, or left-over marks of earlier edits (e.g., struck-out text) removed
• Letterhead now is Faculty of Arts & Science letterhead
• Pagination will reflect date of these changes once established by Governing Council

**Amendment History Endnotes**

• Update approval history (year) by Faculty Council to include 2015 and current proposal.
• Make one expanded entry with details of approval process this cycle, with dates left blank beyond to be filled in following Council approval, and following approval by the Academic Board and confirmation by Executive Committee of Governing Council.